
Name: Amber Fomby Module 1 Week 2/Week 3 Week of: September 16-20, 2019
Lesson Plan

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS/Standards: 5.6F, 5.10A 5.7F, 5.1A, 5.6F, 5.6H, 5.7, 5.7G 5.7F, 5.1A, 5.6F, 5.6H, 
5.7, 5.7G

5.7F, 5.1A, 5.6F, 5.6H, 
5.7, 5.7G

Objective(s) Unit 1 Module 2 test Finish module 2 test; 
Read "Captain Arsenio" 
(Self read); anchor chart 
over Author's Purpose 

Introduce module 3; introduce 
critical vocabulary; read 
"Captain Arsenio"--teacher 
read and discuss genre 

Disscuss inferencing and 
why it is important in 
reading; that inferences 
are based on evidence; 
use text to make 
inferences 

Decoding long i and o 
words; review critical 
vocabulary; discuss 
reference materials and 
how we can use them

BELLWORK Reading passage Copy anchor chart over 
author's purpose 

Reading passage Reading passage Decoding worksheet

Learning Activities Unit 1 Module 2 test Finish test; anchor chart 
in journals; independent 
reading (monitor and 
clarify graphic organizer 
to assist with reading) 

Go over vocabulary together as 
a class; introduce story; 
introduce genre (science 
fiction); listen to reading 

Reread "Captain Arsenio" 
in small groups; discuss 
evidence for inferences 
about the text 

Decoding exercise; read 
long i and o words 
together; clue game in 
small groups (one person 
gives clues while the 
others try to guess); 
SMART board display and 
discuss reference 
materials 

Key Vocabulary irrigate, inspector, 
photographed, prestigious, 
auditorium, impoverished, 
monitor, clarify, annotate, 
sequential/logical, 
chronological, maneuver, 
specialized, elite, objective, 
traditional, context clue

irrigate, inspector, 
photographed, prestigious, 
auditorium, impoverished, 
monitor, clarify, annotate, 
sequential/logical, 
chronological, maneuver, 
specialized, elite, objective, 
traditional, context clue

impulse, passionate, distinguished, 
eccentric, circumstances, 
evidently, acceleration, prototype, 
contribution, conceived, literary 
elements, author's craft, author's 
purpose, dictionary, glossary, 
thesaurus, characters, setting, 
plot, plot event, conflict, 
protagonist, resolution, rising 
action, falling action, climax, 
antagonist

impulse, passionate, 
distinguished, eccentric, 
circumstances, evidently, 
acceleration, prototype, 
contribution, conceived, 
literary elements, author's 
craft, author's purpose, 
dictionary, glossary, 
thesaurus, characters, 
setting, plot, plot event, 
conflict, protagonist, 
resolution, rising action, 
falling action, climax, 
antagonist

impulse, passionate, 
distinguished, eccentric, 
circumstances, evidently, 
acceleration, prototype, 
contribution, conceived, 
literary elements, author's 
craft, author's purpose, 
dictionary, glossary, 
thesaurus, characters, 
setting, plot, plot event, 
conflict, protagonist, 
resolution, rising action, 
falling action, climax, 
antagonist



Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice

independent independent whole group/small group 
instruction; independent 

whole group/small group 
instruction; independent 

whole group instruction 
and guided practice 

Assessment- 
Formative 
Summative      /Exit 
Ticket

Assessment Assessment/formative 
assessment of story 
elements in discussion 

Formative assessment through 
class dialogue 

graphic organizer formative assessments-
small groups 



Key Questions During Lesson




